
SAFER FOR ALL
Fires are often fought with bromides and/or fluorocarbons that are 
harmful to humans, animals, our environment and ground water.  Our first 
responders and fire fighters put their lives on the line while extinguishing 
fires and continue to risk their lives afterwards as these chemicals are 
showing up in their bloodstreams. Some of these firefighting products are 
so toxic, they are banned in many areas and countries.

Miraculum™ products are BASTA Certified*, easy to use, eco-friendly and 
water based. Tests have shown that seven gallons of Miraculum™ can be as 
effective as 167 gallons of water, which is important to all of us, especially 

to those in water-stricken areas. Miraculum™ products have an 
incredible cooling effect, which makes assisting in preventing 

and extinguishing fires safer for humans, animals, the 
environment, and especially for our first responders.

WHY MIRACULUM™?

• Each product for each application 
can assist in preventing or 
extinguishing a fire

• Eco-friendly

• Easy to use

• Water based for quick, minimal 
post fire clean up

 
• Viscosity almost the same as water

• 7 gallons of Miraculum™ is the 
equivalent to 167 gallons of water

• Significant surface heat transfer 
reduction

• Long lasting adherence to 
vegetation and structures

• Superior shelf life

• Distinct heat reduction

WHEN WILDFIRES THREATEN, DO NOT WAIT – PREVENT!

EXTINGUISHING

LONG SHELF LIFE

One of the most effective ways to assist in preventing a wildfire from encroaching is to pre-spray 
your property with Miraculum™ BIRKA. Recommended areas to spray include but not limited to: 

Using this method is much faster, more effective, less labor intensive and less destructive than 
traditional fire gates and water, as you only need one coat of Miraculum™ BIRKA which can last 
up to one month depending on the region.

• Fire gates around the perimeter of your home/structures/property
• Roof, decks, fences and vegetation
• Spray the exterior of your entire house; exterior doors, gutters and windows

Miraculum™ BIRKA can be used in a backpack sprayer or with a fire hose to 
pre-spray fire gates or extinguish “hot spots” in both wildfires and structure fires.  

Unlike water, once Miraculum™ BIRKA is applied, it will help the coated area to 
not reignite, for a specific amount of time.

Good news! Miraculum™ can be stored as a concentrate or pre-mixed 
and “ready to use” for up to two years.  Miraculum™ can even be 

stored in colder climates without its effectiveness decreasing, even 
if it freezes. If frozen, thaw completely before using.  

Currently wildfires 
and structural/
home fires 

are burning out of 
control - the loss of 
lives, property, and 
wildlife is disastrous 
and heartbreaking. 



Miraculum™ is a new, eco-friendly solution for assisting in preventing 
and extinguishing fires. These easy to use, water-based, sustainable 
products are revolutionary and can both extinguish fires as well as 
used as a fire preventative by pre-spraying or coating.

When you’re in the midst of a fire, any fire - 
you hope for a miracle.  Well, now you’ve got one.

THE SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION 
TO GLOBAL FIRE SAFETY

WILDFIRE
FIRE PROTECTION

BIRKA

mīrāculum n (genitive mīrāculī); 
1. wonder, marvel, miracle; a wonderful or marvelous thing
2. wonderfulness, marvelousness

Research shows that Miraculum™ BIRKA is more effective than water 
and foam based products at extinguishing wildfires and once a fire is 
extinguished with Miraculum™ BIRKA, unlike water, it will help it to not 
reignite as long as the product is still on it.

*BASTA Certified: BASTA is a scientifically based system whose purpose is to provide guidance for sustainable building 
and construction materials and to phase out substances of concern from building and construction products. The BASTA 
register contains products that meet the system’s more stringent chemical composition criteria. The requirements are 
defined in the BASTA Property criteria document.

Benjamin Franklin once said,

At Miraculum™ we believe that whole heartedly, that’s why for 
prevention we created products to spray on ahead of time and 
formulas for manufacturer’s to incorporate into their products. But, 
if a fire should break out and you have to extinguish the fire or escape 
quickly, we have several products for you to create custom Safety Kits 
for every room of your home, car, and even your recreational vehicles.

Please visit 
MIRACULUMFIRE.COM 

for more information.

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
       IS WORTH A POUND OF CURE

Currently wildfires and structural/home fires are burning out of control -
 the loss of lives, property, and wildlife is disastrous and heartbreaking. The 
California Department of Insurance reported that fire damage claims from 
October - December 2017 add up to almost $12 billion, which makes the 
2017 fire season the nation’s costliest, according to the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture which houses the Forest Service. 

miraculumfire.com


